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About This Game

After awakening from her coffin, Arra recalls little but the last words spoken by her father, “Destroy the Amber Throne.”
Looking into the sky, she finds what was once his magnificent castle is now floating in the sky, far above the world below. Arra

must find a way to reach the castle before others catch wind of it, lest the powerful Amber Throne fall into the wrong hands.

Amber Throne is a traditional JRPG-styled game that focuses on turn-based battling and some light exploration. The game
features a large cast of unique monsters that change stances depending on actions taken during combat, and a party with mostly

mixed hybrid roles to deal with them. Learning monster behavior and how your skills affect them is essential to reaching
victory.

 Fully painted world with diverse settings and unique characters.

 Many monsters with multiple stances and behaviors to master.
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 Five party members each with their own skills and advantages.

 Crafting for the game's best equipment and items.

 12-15 hour-long story with optional content and exploration.

The game is a bit more atmospheric and ambient than most JRPG-styled games, with emphasis on theme and mood, hopefully
making it feel a bit different to experience!

Controls

Shift to Run

Arrow Keys to Move

Z / Enter to Confirm

X / Esc For Main Menu Or Cancel

F5 For Fullscreen

D+hold For Skipping Dialogue
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Title: The Amber Throne
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Joshua Missile
Publisher:
Joshua Missile
Release Date: 6 Jul, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.3 GHz equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 900 MB available space

Additional Notes: Runs at 640x480

English
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Awesome game with great campaign and multiplayer. Really accompanies the original Half-Life well for showing a soldiers
point of view on Black Mesa.
. Nice and relaxing, good original plot but a bit repetitive.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zl1L0oWVoU. Very cute,
fun\/relaxing game! Always exciting picking a word and seeing what that seed will grow into. I can't wait to see how the game
evolves with future updates :). After a long time play my brain hurting now. Fantastic game, unusual concept, very cheap and it
worth every cent. You must try this game!. Opposing Force was the good expansion for Half-Life. It updated the graphics
nicely, added many new weapons and provided an interesting perspective on the whole Black Mesa incident.

In Opposing Force you play the role of Adrian Shepard, a soldier sent to clean up the Black Mesa incident and ensure that
nothing gets out. However, as with all things related to the Black Mesa facility, everything that can go wrong does go wrong and
you'll soon find yourself on the losing side of a battle against increasingly powerful aliens hellbent on conquering earth and
government elite troops sent to clean up you.

In terms of gameplay you will explore many new places in the Black Mesa facility however you will also often find yourself
treading familiar paths and will even catch a glimpse of the Freeman himself on occasion.

All in all Opposing Force provides an interesting view of the Black Mesa incident through the eyes of one of Gordon Freeman's
enemies and helps explain a lot of things they didn't fully cover in the original. Definitely worth a play for any fans of the
original.. So I bought this after watching videos and reading reviews, and I was still very disappointed. As far as the physics are
concerned it was ok at best. Honestly wasn't anything to brag about, didn't seem to handle like a real kart to me, it would
understeer heavily with any use of the brake and oversteer heavily with any use of the throttle, from my real world experience
this isn't necessarily the case, but in the real world, you can change certain things about the kart and it will handle differently.
This is where problems begin. There is no setup options at all, you just get the kart as is, with whatever default tire pressures,
etc, that the game has coded, and your stuck with it. You can't really advertise a game as a sim with no setup options... But i
digress. It gets worse. unless you just want to hotlap, which in that case you should just buy Kart Racer Pro since it has setups
and such, you can race Multiplayer, which i was unable to find a race going during primetime on US east coast, or race with AI.
The AI are awful though. I had them on max difficulty and after 15 minutes of playing the game I was able to place 1st
whenever I could actually make it through the onslaught of awful AI driving. It's not just that they weren't fast, but they also
showed zero awareness of their surroundings, they would ignore the existence of other AI and of the player, and just wreck into
you. It just was not fun for me at all. I restarted at least 35 times in the 75 minutes I played it, and immediately after watching a
few replays to make sure it wasn't my driving I requested refund.

So to summarize this is a kart racing "simulator" which has no setup options for the kart and also no damage model or crash
animations, terrible AI both competitively and spatially, an empty MP scene, Does not support TrackIr or any other 3rd party
race apps such as fanaleds or crew chief. And lastly because of all of those things combined it just was not fun for me.

The graphics and sound were great, the replay camera was great and the game has solid potential, but I guess at this point in
development it just isn't up to spec as far as what I consider to be a racing sim. I may come back and buy this laster on in
development but I just couldn't give up $20 for something i didn't enjoy at all.
. This game has added SO MUCH content to the original half-life including:
A LOT OF NEW ENEMIES
LOTS OF NEW WEAPONS
A PERSPECTIVE OF SOMEONE FROM THE MILITARY WHICH WAS DEEMED THE ENEMY OF THE SCIENTISTS

I'd recommend playing this after half-life and if you liked it play Blue shift.. 100 levels of fun, cute, halloween themed icons in
this match 3 game with changing wallpapers. 6 upgradable power ups. Casual and timed mode. Use gold to buy decorations for
your house. Quick paced and "easy", but there is some strategy involved. Very similiar to games like Season Match and Tales of
the Orient.
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Half-Life: Opposing Force is an awesome expansion pack to the original Half-Life, but this time from the point of view of a
Marine named Cpl. Adrian Shepard. The events in this game run parallel to the original so it's great to see how the other
storylines unfold from a different perspective. There are a load of new weapons added and also a few new enemies to encounter.
At times you will also have a squad to help you out which really gives gives the feel for some epic battles when it's your squad
versus a horde of monsters. If you're itching for more Half-Life then this is a must play and is an awesome addition to Half-Life
series.. If you like old school shooters you'll like this. Health packs, 90s graphics, weird collision detection. I will say the game
does late some things, as I'm sure you've already read, but I'll say again, no in game way to change controls, no graphical settings
and no audio settings. So if you have headphones on take them off, ALT-TAB and turn down the game manually unless you like
to bleed from the ears. I'm only on level 6 but I am enjoying myself. Deaths aren't too common but I can see where some might
find it difficult, if you remember the kind of damage enemies did in Redneck Rampage then you'll know how these enemies
treat ya.

Lastly I will say it does feel like the game isn't fully complete, on the Greenlight Page it stated 4 episodes with 10 levels each
and here we are waiting on Episode 2. So, I believe dev should slap an "Early Access" sticker on this bad boy.

TLTR:
Great old school feel
May be difficult for those who didn't grow up on 90s games
Feels like Early Access
No Graphic/Audio/Control settings as of now.
Headphone users beware
I personally think it's fun. I don't know why people do this...if you are releasing the game for pc, the minimum that you need to
do is have 1080 res.

I can't possibly recomend this for pc when i can't even play it at full screen without blow up pixels.. This game is so much fun
and super addicting. It is relaxing and cute and I just love it. Time just flies by as you play. If you love plants, definitely get this
game.. Lots of fun and a great game for this time of year!. MUST SEE!
Let me ellaborate: If you saw "the gamers" and liked it, then you will LOVE this one! Main difference to the Gamers: Proper
production quality, awesome thought-through characters and a Lactomancer. Also, it's an ongoing series and not a movie. And
phrases like "I'm to honorable to spare the elderly" HAVE to be on the repartoire of every paladin, imho!
Each episode is a nicely short... well... episode in the entire story and I can't wait to see season 3, so... well, go to kickstarter and
help out ;). Half-Life: Opposing Force

This is the best add on to Half-Life in my opinion. There are new weapons and not a single crowbar. You can also create a time
paradox. Race X creatures are really good enemies and the gene worm is a lot more threatening than a gargantua and a PCV suit
instead of an HEV suit or an armour vest. You get to interact with other soldiers and maybe even create a small group. I really
have nothing negative to say about this, everything works well. Get this if you like Half-Life series!

Grade: 10/10. I did not enjoy the six minutes I spent playing, which was long enough to make it through more than one
"chapter." I guess this is aimed at children, and since I am an adult I was not the target audience. So boring, and the
graphics\/gameplay are just repeated over and over and over.
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